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Todayâ€™s medium and small businesses are also burdened with complexity of IT infrastructure, data
retention laws and new emerging time-critical applications. The challenges further amplify as the
volume of databases continues to explode, and you have to secure this massive data against
unauthorized access and viruses. These heightened data security concerns have sky-rocketed the
demand for data backup systems. This smart approach ensures business continuity.

SMBs need low-cost and compact backup systems, because their financial resources are usually
scarce and data centers arenâ€™t large enough to accommodate bulky hardware. That is why
businesses trust DDS tape format, which provides lowest cost per GB, unmatched compactness
and a smooth up-gradation path. DDS solutions are being offered by numerous tape media giants,
and Dell is amongst the foremost brand. Dell DDS4 is an industry-favorite solution for workgroup
backups, branch offices and storage intensive businesses. Dell has enhanced the capacity of its
09W083, DDS4 tape by an impressive 75% over DDS-3 tape. An impressive 20GB/40GB data
volume can be housed on this tiny DDS4 cartridge. This means fewer tapes can hold more amounts
of business data, and your slim I.T staff can efficiently handle the routine backup operations.
Another benefit is that your space-constrained shelves can easily accommodate these compact
tapes.

Dell DDS devices are designed to support the toughest storage needs and demanding I.T centers.
SCSI LVD interface features in Dell-branded DDS 4 drives, along with the flexibility of
external/internal configuration.  Additionally, they are also 100% faster than DDS 3 drives. So the
backup time reduces to half, which further elevates the data management with todayâ€™s leading
commercial applications. Compressed speed reaches an impressive 4.8Mbps, which means the
drive will store 17.28GB data in an hour.

This speed is ideally suited for your business-critical departmental servers.

The tape cartridge should also be durable enough to match such high speed and ensure
consistency. Thatâ€™s why an ultra-fine tape reel featuring a smooth magnetic layer has been
embedded in Dellâ€™s DDS4 cartridge. This improved smoothness reduces tape friction and
accelerates the speed of tape forward/rewinds. Media deterioration will also be reduced. The DDS 4
drives quickly jump to the fileâ€™s location and allow faster searching than the rivals, which is obviously
your top priority.

Dell has used latest media manufacturing technologies and cutting-edge media formulation, thus
making this DDS 4 system the most efficient data protection solution.

Investment in this DDS 4 technology will benefit its customers for longer time period as they can
address their future needs by migrating to the next DDS generations that have the advantageous
backward media compatibility.  So the complexity of backup system will reduce and you can also
connect to the various other DDS systems as well. Dell DDS devices have longer life expectancy
and are also in-expensive.

Good news is that Dell is also offering professional services to help enhance the performance and
efficiency of your backup systems. So the customers can benefit from the Dellâ€™s project management
and technical expertise and optimize their return on investment.
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